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How do individual human minds
create languages, legal systems,
scientific theories, and technolo-
gies? From a cognitive science
viewpoint, such collective phenom-
ena may be considered a type of
distributed computation in which
human minds together solve com-
putational problems beyond any in-
dividual. This viewpoint may also
shift our perspective on individual
minds.
The central assumption of cognitive
science is that the brain is an information-
processing system: cognition is computa-
tion. Yet, much of human thought and
activity is collective. Mathematics, science,
technology, legal and ethical systems, and
political and economic institutions are inor-
dinately complex cumulative products of
interactions between many interconnected
minds. Furthermore, the information pro-
cessing involved in developing a field of
mathematics, the patterns of natural
language, or systems of norms and laws
is distributed across countless individuals
and typically far exceeds the capabilities
of any one person. How is this possible?

To understand such collective achieve-
ments, we need to study how distributed
computation arises, how it operates and
is organized, and when it fails. Cognitive
scientists have long built bridges with the
neurosciences. At least as important,
though, is extending a computational per-
spective to the social sciences. In the next
25 years, I hope that cognitive scientists
will increasingly explore the implications
of the idea that society is distributed
computation.

To make the computational society more
than a metaphor, we need conceptual
tools and methods to understand social
phenomena in information-processing
terms. Fortunately, several different, yet
complementary, approaches have emerged
in recent years. Here I highlight four
promising lines of work: (i) social interaction
as computation, (ii) the computational
Leviathan, (iii) collective self-correction and
rationality, and (iv) computation through
spontaneous order.

Social interaction as computation
The minimal but crucial form of distributed
computation is distributed through the so-
cial interaction of two or more people.
Cognitive science has increasingly viewed
social interaction, including communica-
tion, as a joint computational process in
which people generate common beliefs,
plans, and interpretations to coordinate
their thoughts and behavior. These joint
mental states are open-ended and highly
flexible, whether we are engaged in conver-
sation, improvised partner dancing, cooking
together, or jointly creating a scientific
theory. Taking part in such joint under-
standing, plans, and actions also presents
formidable computational challenges for
each individual agent, especially when com-
putingwhat is or is not common ground be-
tween agents, and coordinating thought
and behavior by reasoning over that com-
mon ground. One promising approach is
to see agents as jointly negotiating momen-
tary agreements or pacts [1], which govern
joint behavior over short periods but which
may then become entrenched over time.
But how are such provisional and flexible
agreements reached, often with minimal
or no communication? One suggestion is
that each party is engaged in a process of
simulated bargaining, working out what
would be agreed about word meanings,
objectives, and plans, were negotiation
possible – and generated actions and
Tr
communicative signals which help coordi-
nate the ongoing negotiation (for this and
related approaches, see [2–5]). More
broadly, the idea that social life is governed
by layers of such implicit bargains, building
upon each other over long periods of cul-
tural evolution, provides a possible mecha-
nism for the emergence of social norms,
conventions, and ultimately codified rules
and legal systems.

The computational Leviathan
Extending the scope of distributed com-
putation further, we can consider orga-
nized human behavior of all kinds, from
momentary interactions to collaborative
teams, firms, and even governments as
distributed computation, albeit composed
of extremely sophisticated processing ele-
ments: humanminds [6]. Indeed, there is a
long tradition of viewing organizations as
information-processing systems [7]. But
developments in parallel and distributed
computing over the past few decades
may provide useful insights into questions
as diverse as the division of computa-
tional labor between human ‘proces-
sors’, efficient network structures and
protocols for interaction between pro-
cessors, and questions of stability and
security. In short, if organizations are dis-
tributed information-processing systems,
then our understanding of networked
computation should provide the starting
point for a cognitive science of organiza-
tional behavior.

To illustrate, consider one of the fundamen-
tal puzzles of cognitive science: the rough
stability of prosocial collaborative behavior
(including truth-telling), even though self-
interested individuals might benefit from
strategically deviating from such behavior.
One explanation for the maintenance of
prosocial behavior is reputation – those
with poor reputations for prosocial behav-
ior will not be chosen as partners in future
interactions [8]. But for signals of reputation
to be reliable presupposes that communi-
cative signals are mostly trustworthy,
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raising the possibility of regress. Very
closely related problems are addressed in
the long-standing literature in computer
science concerning when it is possible to
reliably guard against potentially malicious
agents or other sources of error [9]. In
fact, this literature often uses analogies
with problems of social organization to de-
velop and explain both the problem and its
solution. Insights from distributed comput-
ing may help cognitive scientists develop
Thomas Hobbes’s vision of society as a
Leviathan composed of complex, self-
enforcing, and largely mutually beneficial
interactions between individuals with pri-
marily local concerns.

Collective self-correction and
rationality
We continually correct each other. Mathe-
maticians find holes in each other’s proofs;
programmers find bugs in their own and
each other’s programs; science proceeds
by a continual cycle of conjecture, refuta-
tion, and refinement; lawyers find and
close legal loopholes; traders exploit
and eliminate arbitrage opportunities in
markets, and so forth. Each individual
mind is liable to myopia, bias, and error,
but when mechanisms of self-correction
operate well, our collective efforts can
create knowledge, rules, and technolo-
gies which can be remarkably sophisti-
cated and consistent.

Indeed, the results of collective cognition
are often far more rational than the individ-
ual minds of which the collective is
composed. This suggests that rational the-
ories, such as logic, probability theory, de-
cision theory, or game theory, need not
be applied primarily to individual minds at
all. Instead, perhaps formal rational theories
provide conditions under which our collec-
tive thoughts are (or are not) in equilibrium,
highlighting opportunities for correction
that can be exploited by individual agents.
Thus, rational theories may shape the end-
point of self-correcting distributed cogni-
tion (e.g., just as mathematical logic helps
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provide foundations for a collectively con-
structed mathematics), rather than guiding
individual minds from within [10]. Equally
important is understanding when self-
correction fails and why collective cognition
can generate irrational outcomes, from
cults to conspiracy theories, superstitions,
and price bubbles.

Computation via spontaneous
order
Which distributed computations does an
organization perform?Does the goal of col-
lective computation need to be set by the
objectives of a leader? A long tradition in
the social sciences suggests not. The
Scottish Enlightenment philosopher Adam
Ferguson famously saw social complexity
as ‘the result of human action, but not
the execution of any human design’ [11].
This view aligns with the idea that social
complexity arises through spontaneous
order, as developed by Michael Polanyi
and Friedrich Hayek. An important chal-
lenge for future research is to understand
such processes from a computational
point of view.

The construction of a language, a banking
system, or a legal and political order
seems an information-processing prob-
lem par excellence. Each is surely a prob-
lem that exceeds the capacity of a single
human mind, requiring trial-and-error
learning and continual adjustment and in-
novation. Moreover, the space of possible
innovations is vast, and the purposes
to which they are put seem to coevolve
with the mechanisms themselves, rather
than solving a prespecified computational
problem. For example, the invention of
money might initially allow the exchange
of goods, but it has evolved and
developed to underpin the astonishing
complexity and multiple purposes of the
modern financial system. How can we un-
derstand such distributed, spontaneous
processes in computational terms? This
is perhaps the most challenging of our
four examples.
The cultural evolution of language may pro-
vide a promising case study. Improvised
communication and grammaticalization,
over many generations, appear to ex-
plain the complex mixture of order and
disorder that arises in human language,
without postulating an innate universal
grammar [12]. Moreover, parallels with
self-organization in the natural world
are intriguing. There have been tentative
suggestions that self-organizing structures
in nature arise from optimizing various
quantities related to entropy. This raises
the possibility that aspects of social struc-
ture can be seen in the same terms. The
attempt to connect entropy with economic
and social order has a long and somewhat
unhappy history, litteredwith loose parallels
that collapse under scrutiny. The mathe-
matician Robert Mackay and I have
recently been studying the very simplest
case: mapping simple exchange econo-
mies into classical thermodynamics. Per-
haps the entropy-like ideas may usefully
be extended to other social phenomena.

Concluding remarks
Cognitive science may stand on the brink
of a new revolution, seeing social, organi-
zational, and cultural processes as distrib-
uted computation. If so, we will need to
look afresh at the computational role of
individual minds. For example, rather than
seeing each developing child as a lone
minilinguist or a scientist-in-the-crib, we
may, following Adam Ferguson, see
humans as primarily learning to contribute
to collective computations beyond the un-
derstanding of individual understanding.
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